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Introduction and Overview

College students today are often taking classes while working or parenting or

both. This is especially true for students aged 24 and older, who make up more

than one-third of all undergraduates.  Going to college as an older adult is

extremely challenging: it is hard to afford, hard to juggle with other

responsibilities, and hard to finish. It is hard in part because, in the United States,

we have made it difficult for people to access and complete their education and

provide a better life for themselves and their families.

The patchwork of federal financial aid, state financial aid, and federal public

benefits programs, including those administered through states, should support

these students. As one parenting student told us in one of a series of focus groups

we held, “We shouldn't have to choose between maintaining and bettering our

lives." But too often students have to make tough choices because these

programs are difficult to access.

In fact, because the supports are so complex and full of holes, many older

students are never able to access resources, instead settling for going without as

long as they can. As another older student told us, “I just had to always try to

figure a way to make things work.” Other students are treated poorly when they

attempt to access the support available. One student mother said, “the attitudes,

the phone calls, the long wait times, looking online, trying to figure it out yourself.

There's only so much one can do without support and help from [financial aid]

people.'' She added “you got to jump through all these hoops” to get support. Still

others are managing complex lives and financial insecurity, as summed up by one

student who told us about juggling classes while experiencing eviction.

The resources that these programs provide, when they operate effectively, are

critical to older students and students with children. This report seeks to shed

light on how these programs are functioning by analyzing data and policies

across four states—Colorado, Missouri, North Carolina, and Texas. We analyzed

the designs of student financial aid programs to see how many state financial aid

resources older students and student parents receive. We chose these states as

test cases because they had state representative data in the 2018 National

Postsecondary Student Aid Study, a survey administered by the U.S. Department

of Education, and they were geographically, politically, and demographically

diverse. We found that:

Across the board, students who are 24 and over and student parents are

less likely to receive state grant aid than they are to receive a Pell Grant,

even when they have financial need that will make it difficult for them to

afford to go to college.

1

• 
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In all four states we examined, even the most financially needy older

students are not able to access many of the state aid programs available.

Even more alarming: in both two-year and four-year colleges in all four

states, a substantial share of the most financially needy students receive

no grants at all.

Older students and student parents attending four-year colleges were

more likely to receive state aid than those attending community colleges.

In addition to examining financial aid programs, we also looked at states’ public

benefit program designs and policies and we conducted focus groups with older

students and student parents in each state. This additional analysis provides a

view of what it is like to rely on the system meant to support students to and

through college, where it is falling short, and why. We found that Colorado, while

far from perfect, designed its financial aid and safety net programs to provide the

most robust support for adult and parenting students to enroll in and attend its

institutions of higher education. Missouri and Texas provided the weakest

support. North Carolina fell somewhere in the middle.

We end this report by suggesting several recommendations for policymakers and

stakeholders looking to design or reform state financial aid and safety net

programs. Within budget constraints, they should adjust eligibility criteria for

state aid programs so older students and student parents have the same access to

grant programs as students leaving high school. Where states have flexibility in

administering federal public benefit programs, they should use that flexibility to

ease eligibility criteria and expand access. And they should communicate

opportunities and fund supports to help older students and student parents to go

to college and access public benefits.

→ Note on Terminology 

In other research, students 24 and over are referred to as adult students, older
students, non-traditional students, or independent students. In this report, we
use those descriptive terms when needed but otherwise refer to this group
simply as “students,” or “students in our sample.” The same applies for those
24 and older with children, whom we otherwise refer to as “student parents.”

• 

• 
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Methodology and Overview of State Aid and
Public Benefits Programs

This analysis builds on previous work that highlights how state financial aid and

public benefit policies can include more adult students.  We also know from

previous research that program design matters for college access, the types of

institutions students attend, and for student retention and completion.  Using a

variety of data sources and combining qualitative and quantitative methods, we

examine the intersection of these supports for older students and student parents

in four states—Colorado, Missouri, North Carolina, and Texas.

We use state-representative data from the 2017–18 National Postsecondary

Student Aid Study, Administrative Collection (NPSAS:18-AC), a survey run by the

U.S. Department of Education, to establish patterns in enrollment, financial

need, and aid access for these students. We also examine public benefit eligibility

rules for these populations; and we incorporate older student and student parent

voices from a series of focus groups we conducted in 2022 to highlight students’

awareness of these resources and their ability to access them.

The NPSAS:18-AC data have several limitations. The dataset only includes

information from college administrative data and does not contain data from a

student survey, through which some student parents self-identify. (Previous

iterations of NPSAS have included both.) In addition, we define student parents

in this analysis as those with dependent children, which could exclude some

parents without primary caregiving or financial responsibility for their child or

children. As a result, this dataset and our analysis likely undercounts students

with dependent children. In addition, an irregularity with some of the North

Carolina data in NPSAS:18-AC means we cannot analyze North Carolina

community college students’ grant aid or expected family contributions. (See

Appendix A for more information about the data and methods used in this

report.)

In 2017–18, more than half of financial aid for undergraduates came from federal

sources, including federal student loans and Pell Grants.  Slightly more than one-

quarter came from grants and scholarships that colleges award, which have been

increasing as a share of aid. While state grant aid makes up less than a quarter of

the college financial aid pie, it is an important source of funds, especially for

students with unmet need—the amount of college cost that is left to be paid after

other financial aid is awarded.

States contribute to student financial aid packages with an array of programs,

each with its own set of eligibility criteria—based on need, merit, or other factors

—and target population. In 2017–18, states spent nearly $12 billion on grants to

undergraduate students, three-fourths of which was need-based.  The District of

2

3

4

5
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Columbia and all but three states offered some need-based financial aid

programs, while 23 states offered some grants based only on merit.

Eligible students may also be able to access public benefits programs for

additional financial and in-kind support. Public benefit programs are funded

through a mixture of state and federal dollars and many are administered by

states, which often have significant discretion over how programs are run and

what eligibility criteria are used.

In this analysis, we examine a subset of public benefit programs that have state

requirements and are most available to students. These include the

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), cash assistance under the

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program, Medicaid and the

Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), and child care subsidies through

the Child Care and Development Block Grant (CCDBG).

The federal government primarily funds TANF and CCDBG through block grants

to states that they can use to support beneficiaries according to program rules.

SNAP and Medicaid are entitlement programs, meaning that anyone who meets

specific criteria is eligible.  And CHIP funding is an entitlement to states, which

receive allotments and can also access additional funding from the federal

government if they experience shortfalls.

6
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Where These Students Enroll, How They Enroll, and
How Much Financial Aid They Need

Our analysis shows where older students and student parents tend to enroll and

their enrollment intensity. We also examine students’ expected family

contributions, or EFCs. When students fill out the Free Application for Federal

Student Aid (FAFSA), the resulting EFC calculation determines their eligibility

for federal student financial aid.  The EFC formula considers a family’s income,

assets, and benefits. The lower the EFC, the fewer resources an individual or

family has and the less they are expected to contribute toward the cost of higher

education. Our findings confirm previous research on older students and student

parents showing that they are more likely to enroll in community colleges, attend

part time, and need more financial support.

Older students and student parents usually attend two-year
institutions

Using the 2018 NPSAS data, we found that the majority of older students and

student parents attend two-year colleges in three of the four states—Missouri,

North Carolina, and Texas—although the proportions differed at the state level,

as shown in Figure 1.  In all four states, student parents who are 24 and over are

more likely to attend community colleges than the general population of students

who are 24 and over.

11
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Older Black students and student parents are the most likely to
attend community college

We found, as shown in Figure 2, that in all three racial and ethnic groups large

enough for analysis, a higher share of student parents than students overall enroll

in two-year institutions.  Older Black students in all four states chose

community colleges at higher rates than their white counterparts. Unlike other

states in our research, in North Carolina, older Hispanic students enrolled in

community colleges at a considerably higher rate than both white and Black

peers, and almost all student parents enrolled in community colleges.

13
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Older students and student parents 24+ tend to enroll in college part
time

In all four states, the clear majority of older students and student parents in our

sample enroll in college part time for at least part of the academic year. Older

students and student parents who enroll full time are far more likely to go to four-

year colleges than community colleges in all the states.
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Older students and student parents have fewer resources than
younger students

Older students and student parents who completed a FAFSA had a lower EFC

compared to younger students across all four states. EFC for younger students is,

in most cases, related to their parents’ income, rather than their own. Also, in all

four states—in both community colleges and public universities—a considerable

share of students has a $0 EFC, meaning they have no resources to pay for their

college education, as shown in Figure 3.14
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State Higher Education Funding and Financial Aid
Program Design

In all four states we examined in Table 1, spending on financial aid programs–

both overall and per full time equivalent (FTE) enrollment--represents only a

fraction of the direct support they provide for colleges, but the share of spending

that each state devotes to financial aid differs. Each of the four states has a

different mix of need-based and merit-based aid programs. Students who meet

the criteria for merit aid, scholarships to those who have a high grade point

average or perform well on standardized college entrance tests, tend to have

more financial resources than those who do not qualify.  Texas and North

Carolina awarded all of their state aid based on need. Colorado awarded the

majority of its aid based on need but had a small pot of merit aid. Missouri

offered almost as much merit aid as it does need-based aid.

Design of major state financial aid programs

For each of our four focus states, we looked at the design, eligibility, and funding

for the major state financial aid programs operating in 2017–18.  (See Appendix

B for more information on how these programs are funded.) Those programs are:

Colorado:

15
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◦Colorado Merit-Based Grant

Colorado Student Grant

Missouri: A+ Scholarship

Access Missouri

Bright Flight

North Carolina: Education Lottery Scholarship

NC Community College Grant

NC Need-Based Scholarship

UNC Need-Based Grant

Texas: Texas Educational Opportunity Grant

Toward Excellence, Access, and Success (TEXAS) Grant

Tuition Equalization Grant

Our analysis shows that in these four states, fewer older students received state

financial aid than their younger peers. Previous research also highlights the fact

that older students are much less likely to receive state financial aid than younger

students.  There are a number of reasons why that may be so.

Our focus group conversations suggest that people considering going to or back

to college later in life are less likely to know what support is available to them.

“When you're in high school, you learned right there” about what kind of student

aid was available, an older Colorado student said. “But as for adult learning,

there's not very many resources where you can go and talk to counselors or

anything about continuing your education.” Without guidance, older students

may not apply for state aid or do so too late, as many state aid programs allocate

their limited resources on a first-come, first-served basis.  Older students also

may not realize that they have to fill out the FAFSA, as the federal student aid

application often serves as the application for state financial aid as well.

While lack of knowledge about the availability of state aid programs or how to

apply for the funding hampers many older students, state aid programs often

have confusing design or eligibility requirements that make it more difficult for

older students and student parents to obtain funding. These students tend to

enroll part time, attend community colleges, and have high financial need, and

17
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many state financial aid programs are simply not designed with these students in

mind.

For example, state merit aid programs tend to reward top high school graduates

who are going to a traditional four-year college.  And some state need-based aid

programs exclude part-time students and community college students. State aid

programs also disadvantage older students and student parents when they

require applicants to submit their standardized test scores or their high school

GPA. For students who have been out of high school for an extended period of

time, as is often the case for older students and student parents, such

requirements impose a significant burden that may discourage them from

applying, such as making in-person inquiries to their former schools.

Our focus groups suggest that older students and student parents are more likely

to benefit from state grant and scholarship programs that determine eligibility

automatically through the FAFSA, rather than requiring students to file a separate

application or provide additional documentation. In addition, grants and

scholarships that are first-dollar—meaning that college financial aid

administrators are required to use the aid to cover tuition and fees first, leaving

other resources like the Pell Grant to cover living expenses—are particularly

likely to benefit older students and student parents, because eligible students

tend to get more aid overall.

We found that older students and student parents had more success accessing

state aid in some of the states we examined than others, and that program design

likely played a significant part in those differences. But despite these differences,

we found that many older students and student parents who are low-income are

not accessing state aid for which they may be eligible in all four states.

To start, we will look at the differences between the states.

Colorado

Of the states we reviewed, the one that is doing the best by its older students is

Colorado. The state provides aid to a high percentage of older students, even at

community colleges. While 44 percent of older students and 54 percent of

student parents are eligible for Pell, 34 percent of older students and 40 percent

of student parents receive state grant aid, which is a small difference compared to

the other states in this analysis.

Much of Colorado’s success has to do with the design of its large need-based aid

program, the Colorado Student Grant, which works well for older, caregiving

students. Students can access it if they go part time. They can use it at

community colleges, and it is first-dollar. As far as state eligibility guidelines go,

students only have to fill out the FAFSA. There are no additional requirements for

test scores or other documentation of academic achievement. Colleges have

20
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some latitude to determine grant eligibility requirements within state

parameters. For example, Colorado State University—for the upcoming academic

year—requires students to be enrolled for at least 12 credits to get a grant. Pueblo

Community College requires students to be enrolled for at least 6 credit hours,

and from there, it pro-rates based on enrollment intensity.

North Carolina

The picture is a little more complex in North Carolina. While the design of its

need-based financial aid programs was not optimal, the programs have proven to

be mostly accessible to older students attending four-year colleges. This could be

due to enrollment intensity of the students attending four-year colleges or the

generous funding levels. Due to an anomaly in the NPSAS18:AC data, we were

not able to analyze state grant receipt among community college students. In

North Carolina public universities, 58 percent of older students and 53 percent of

student parents received Pell, and 55 percent and 40 percent, respectively,

received state grants. This is the highest share of older students receiving state

grants among the states we analyzed. While this is a strong finding for university

students, it should be noted that nearly two-thirds of older students and more

than three-fourths of student parents in public higher education attended

community colleges rather than universities.

Still, North Carolina’s strategy of offering aid through four programs with

different eligibility criteria, three of which corresponded to different sectors of

higher education, may have confused students. However, it recently revamped

its financial aid strategy to correct some of these issues. Starting in the 2023–24

academic year, North Carolina discontinued the three need-based aid programs

for students in public higher education which were operating when data for this

report were collected. Instead, the state now administers the NC Need-Based

Scholarship for Public Colleges and Universities, which combined and replaced

the Education Lottery Scholarship, NC Community College Need-Based Grant,

and the UNC Need-Based Grant.  The simplicity of communicating about one

grant program versus three may benefit older students,  given that our focus

group participants in North Carolina had little to no familiarity with state grant

programs in place at the time. Furthermore, the priority FAFSA date for this new

grant programs is June 1 for students attending public universities and August 15

for students attending community colleges,  much more realistic dates for adult

students making college-going decisions in the spring and summer. Priority dates

in Missouri and Texas are set in February and January, respectively.

21
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Texas

Texas makes it difficult for older and parenting students to access public benefits

and financial aid to complete their education. And although Texas’s state aid

programs had many of the same design flaws as North Carolina’s, financially

needy older students fare worse in the Lone Star State. The state has a

particularly stark difference in its four-year colleges for older and parenting

students who receive Pell and the percentage who receive state grant aid. The

community college state aid program seems woefully underfunded with only 14

percent of older students receiving aid, when 45 percent receive Pell. In Texas, a

significantly higher share of older students and student parents in our sample

with a $0 EFC at public universities received both state and federal grants than

their peers at community colleges.

Texas has three financial aid programs, only one of which can be used at

community colleges. Recent analysis from the Urban Institute found that fewer

than one in ten students otherwise eligible for a Texas Educational Opportunity

Grant (TEOG) at community colleges received such a grant.  Program funding is

meager, and even so, only 24 percent of TEOG awards went to students classified

as independent on the FAFSA.  Without adequate funding for the state’s

community college financial aid program, adult students who enroll in this sector

are likely to continue to be excluded from these resources. Students must carry at

least a three-quarters course load to be eligible for a TEXAS grant at a public

university, but students at community colleges may enroll only half time and be

eligible for TEOG. Eligibility for part-time students makes state grant programs

more likely to reach older students, yet differing eligibility requirements among

programs may prove confusing and make financial planning for college difficult.

 All of these factors serve as impediments to older students and student

parents.

Missouri

Financially needy older students also find it difficult to obtain state aid in

Missouri. In general, students 24 and older tend to be excluded from merit-based

state grant aid. Alone among our sample states, Missouri’s merit aid comprises

half of its financial aid expenditures. The two merit aid programs in the state

represent a significant investment in higher education that older students and

student parents do not often access, leaving particularly large gaps between Pell

eligibility and access to state aid in Missouri. While 58 percent of older students

and 68 percent of student parents receive Pell, only 18 percent and 19 percent,

respectively, receive state grant aid.

In Missouri, a significantly higher share of older students and student parents in

our sample with a $0 EFC at public universities received both state and federal

grants than their peers at community colleges. On the one hand, this difference

24
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makes sense, given the higher tuition at universities (typically resulting in a

higher cost of attendance). However, as we have shown, a higher share of

students 24 and over—especially students with dependent children and Black

students—opt for community colleges over universities. The fact that community

college students are less likely to get state grants may have equity implications for

these groups.

The primary reason that older students have trouble accessing state financial aid

in Missouri is that a significant share of it is devoted to merit-based aid, which

primarily goes to top high school students going straight to college. Of the three

programs in this analysis, two are merit-based and all require full-time

enrollment. The two merit-based programs require some measure of academic

performance in high school, and the A+ program requires service hours, high

attendance, and more. Students going to community colleges are eligible for

funding through all three programs, and two of the programs offer last-dollar aid.

Furthermore, setting eligibility criteria at the state level provides a level of clarity

to students. For example, the EFC eligibility level for Access Missouri has been

held steady in state statute since the program’s inception in 2007. Students across

institutions, sectors of higher education, and years may therefore have been able

to more reliably predict whether or not they could receive aid from this program,

given the stability and state-level eligibility criteria, than students in states where

EFC eligibility thresholds fluctuate from institution to institution and year to

year.
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Financial Aid: Program Implementation

Despite the differences among the states, a significantly lower percentage of 
students who are over 24 and student parents receive state grant aid than receive 
Pell Grants in all four states. These disparities are particularly stark at community 
colleges. Traditional-aged students who receive Pell Grants are far more likely to 
also receive state aid than older students.

As Figure 5 shows, even for students and student parents 24 and over with 
significant financial need, the structure of these programs means that they are 
not receiving the state aid they should be. This appears to be particularly true for 
those attending community college—approximately two-thirds of students and 
student parents 24 and over with $0 EFC receive only federal grants and no state 
grants. But of course, these students still need the money. One of our focus group 
participants said, “Even though I have financial aid…I still pay out of pocket.”
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In all four states and in both sectors, a notable share of older students with $0

EFC received no grants at all. There are a few reasons these students may not

have been able to access federal and state financial aid.  They may not have

completed a FAFSA. If they did complete one but did not do so early enough in

the year, state grant funds might have been depleted by the time they applied for

aid, despite their significant financial need. They may have exceeded the length

of time they are allowed to access Pell Grants.  If they have previously earned a

bachelor’s degree and are returning to college, they will not be able to access

federal grants and are unlikely to be able to access any state grants, regardless of

need. And if they are not meeting satisfactory academic progress standards, they

will not be able to receive such grants.

Many students in our focus groups found that they had significant gaps between

their college expenses and how much was covered by financial aid. Most
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participants said that financial aid did not even come close to covering all their

expenses, with many noting that they still had unmet financial need even after

taking out student loans. A Missouri student said, “even after loans, which are in

the thousands, I still owe every school that I [attended], every time that I went.”
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Public Benefits: Program Design and Funding

Financial aid alone—whether from state or federal sources—is often not enough

for older students and student parents to live on while enrolled in college. Even

with existing aid, we know that there are high rates of food and housing

insecurity among students.  When financial aid is insufficient, college students

may seek support from the social safety net. And those using public benefits may

seek a higher education credential as a route toward economic security.

We considered five public benefit programs and their support of adult students

and student parents: SNAP, TANF, Medicaid and CHIP, and child care subsidies

provided through CCDBG. We reviewed current eligibility for these programs

based on federal standards for students and student parents, as well as any

eligibility differences in the four states in our sample.

However, eligibility requirements are only part of the story of why these public

benefit programs can be difficult to access. Prior research, including from the U.S.

Government Accountability Office, has shown that students may be unaware of

their eligibility for public benefits that could help them make ends meet, just as

they are often unaware of state aid programs.  In our focus groups of older

students and student parents, not only were most participants unaware of

benefits for which they were eligible, but they also were less willing to discuss

benefits-related issues than financial aid. The students’ reticence suggests that

there is still stigma around these programs and this makes it even more

challenging to understand who is using these programs.

A student parent at the focus group we held in Missouri acknowledged feeling

this stigma when using food stamps at the grocery store. He noted that, in order

to use these benefits, “you had to have specific things on each check.” He “would

try to organize it, so that [my transaction] would go quickly, but there was always

going to be somebody behind you that complained."

Some focus group participants said that they did not seek help from public

benefit programs even if they might have qualified for them. These participants

were clear that they preferred to rely on themselves rather than asking for help.

One Texas student said that she would “rather just deal with it on my own than

asking for somebody to help me.” She added, “I don't need to be going to

somebody to beg for something.”

Only a small number of participants mentioned getting information about public

benefits from their college or university. Multiple participants thought it would be

useful to have colleges provide information about these programs and how to

apply for these benefits. Research indicates that one-stop and wraparound

support approaches to student services on college campuses provide significant

benefits, including increased persistence and retention.  These services can
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include financial aid, academic advising, and basic needs support. These

comprehensive programs use counselors who provide a single point of contact for

access to benefits.

In addition, both federal and state governments require students who would

qualify for public benefits to repeatedly prove that they have very limited

resources by submitting new applications for every public benefit they attempt to

access. A possible solution, which the Biden administration recently encouraged

in guidance, is for colleges to use FAFSA data to give students information about

their eligibility for public benefits programs; over time, this information will

hopefully increase awareness of benefits for eligible students.  However, this

guidance does not address other administrative burdens that limit the uptake of

benefits.

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)

SNAP is designed to supplement households’ food budgets and has been shown

to reduce food insecurity.  The primary requirement for SNAP eligibility is gross

income at or below 130 percent of the federal poverty guidelines, which is

currently approximately $25,600 for a family of two and $32,300 for a family of

three.  A state can raise this threshold to a maximum of 200 percent of the

federal poverty guidelines using a policy known as broad-based categorical

eligibility to make the qualification process slightly simpler, as shown in Table 2.

Two of our four focus states—Colorado and North Carolina—have raised their

eligibility criteria to this level.

SNAP is an entitlement program, so costs rise as the number of people enrolled in

it grows. In FY 2021, SNAP cost around $111 billion.  This was a sharp increase

from prior years, mostly due to a spike in enrollment numbers and an increase in

benefit amounts as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and related program

adjustments. But even with the spike in enrollment, research from the Center on

Budget and Policy Priorities suggests that there are many families that need

additional assistance.

The pandemic exacerbated many of the existing challenges that students face

when trying to access public benefits. Students in our focus groups who relied on

public benefits found an already challenging application and renewal process to

be even more burdensome during the pandemic—a time when they most needed

the support these programs provided. A Missouri student recounted that “some

people, myself included, were up for renewals during [the early pandemic] and

because you couldn't get ahold of an actual person to process your case, your case

got denied. And then you had to start over from the beginning and you lost out on

a couple months’ worth of aid.”
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→ SNAP ENROLLMENT CRITERIA FOR STUDENTS

SNAP is one of the easiest federal benefit programs for students to access.

Students enrolled in higher education half time or more can qualify for SNAP
if they meet one of several criteria:

● Are under age 18 or age 50 or older.

● Have a physical or mental disability.

● Work at least 20 hours a week in paid employment.

● Participate in a state- or federally-financed work-study program.

● Participate in an on-the-job training program.

● Care for a child under the age of 6.

● Care for a child aged 6 to 11 and lack the necessary child care to enable
attending school and working 20 hours a week or participating in work-study.

● Are a single parent enrolled full time in college and taking care of a child
under 12.

● Receive TANF assistance.

● Are assigned to, placed in, or self-placed in a college or other institution of
higher education through:

○ A SNAP Employment and Training (SNAP E&T) program.

○ Certain other E&T programs for low-income households, which are
operated by a state or local government and have an equivalent component
to SNAP E&T.

○ A program under the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act of 2014
(WIOA).

○ A Trade Adjustment Assistance Program under Section 236 of the Trade
Act of 1974.

Students enrolled less than half time are not subject to the special student
rules, but they may be required to participate in activities under SNAP E&T. If
they are 18–52 and do not receive SNAP with a child under 18, or otherwise
qualify for an exemption, they may be limited to three months of benefits in a
36-month period if they are not working at least 20 hours a week.
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Early in the pandemic, the government temporarily expanded SNAP benefits by

making students who were eligible to participate in a state or federal work-study

program or had an EFC of $0 qualified for benefits.  Congress also authorized

emergency allotments to boost SNAP benefits by at least $95 per month. These

exemptions and additional benefits generally ended by early 2023.

Some states are more generous with the rules around SNAP benefits than others.

A key issue is that most states include asset limits in determining eligibility.

However, some have chosen to raise or remove asset tests for eligibility. (See the

“TANF” section below for more information about the potential interactions

between asset limits and financial aid.) Another crucial issue is how states count

work hours. Students can obtain SNAP if they work at least 20 hours in paid

employment, but states count work hours differently. States can choose to

average work hours over the course of a month, a semester, or a quarter. All of the

states we considered use monthly averaging, which leaves them with an

opportunity to improve flexibility for students by averaging over the course of a

semester or quarter instead.

Caregiving responsibilities, variable work schedules, and changing class

schedules mean that having to average work hours on a monthly basis can

potentially push students out of eligibility. Semester-based averaging allows

students to have more flexible work schedules as needed to accommodate other

responsibilities without the risk of losing eligibility for food assistance.

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)

TANF cash assistance provides a monthly stipend to very low-income families

with minor children, and to pregnant people. The federal government provides

the funds as a block grant to states, which determine eligibility criteria and use of

the money.  Federal funding for TANF has remained static since 1996, leading

to a drop in the real value of the program by 40 percent, severely limiting how
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many people can receive support.  States have flexibility in how they use TANF

funds, as long as the money is used for one of the following purposes:

Assisting families in need so children can be cared for in their own homes

or the homes of relatives.

Reducing dependency on public benefits by promoting job preparation,

work, and marriage for parents in need.

Preventing pregnancies among unmarried persons.

Encouraging the formation and maintenance of two-parent families.

Allowable uses of TANF funds are broadly defined, and as a result, states have

used them for a variety of purposes, including funding financial aid programs.

Federal law requires only that TANF cash assistance funds are provided to

“needy” families, but does not define what needy means. As a result, states are

free to set their own eligibility rules. States tend to set income thresholds well

below the federal poverty guidelines. For example, Texas’s threshold is set so low

that working 32 hours a month at the federal minimum wage would disqualify

someone with a family of four from support, as shown in Table 3. Texas spends

only a tiny fraction of its total TANF dollars on basic assistance—just 4 percent in

2021, for example.

There are various activities that TANF recipients must engage in to remain

eligible for the benefits. The greatest barrier to TANF access for students is that

education and training rarely count as a full-time activity, often needing to be

combined with another 20 or more hours of a “core activity” such as

employment.  The Center for Law and Social Policy has shown that many states

will not permit work requirements to be met with anything other than short-term

education and training programs and frequently assign participants to job search

classes even if they are enrolled in college.

Frustrations about work requirements were evident in our focus groups, during

which multiple participants noted not being able to get help while trying to

complete programs lasting longer than one year. Many participants also felt there

was constant tension between going to college and accessing public benefits. It

was not that the two were mutually exclusive, but going to college made it harder

to access certain benefits. And several noted that they would start working and

immediately see their benefits cut. “They make you look for a job while you apply

for [benefits] and as soon as you get a job, they cut [them],” a Missouri student

parent said.

Asset limits also present challenges for students accessing support from TANF, as

well as other benefits programs like SNAP. Missouri and Texas both have asset
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limits of $1,000 for TANF cash assistance eligibility, and North Carolina’s asset

limit is $3,000. Colorado has no asset limit. Low asset limits make it hard for

people to build a financial cushion to help with emergency expenses and could

discourage students from applying for public benefits.

Financial aid is generally paid out in lump sums at the start of every semester. If

students receive more aid than their tuition and fees, that money is refunded to

them to help pay for housing, food, books, and other expenses. Students can

therefore have several thousand dollars in their bank accounts at the start of the

semester, a time when they may also be seeking support from public benefits.

State manuals generally require benefits administrators to disregard funds from

financial aid or loans when calculating an applicant's assets, but what is broadly

advertised is the top-line asset limit. Knowing what is and is not counted requires

a level of technical knowledge that most students do not possess.
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Medicaid and CHIP

Whether or not one is a student does not have an impact on Medicaid eligibility,

making this the most straightforward program for students to access.  In FY

2021, the Medicaid program received $728 billion, with 69 percent of those funds

coming from the federal government and the rest from states.

Three of our states (Colorado, Missouri, and North Carolina) expanded Medicaid

access as part of the Affordable Care Act (ACA), although Missouri only did so in

2021, and North Carolina Governor Roy Cooper signed legislation in 2023 to

begin the expansion process.  As shown in Table 4, Texas currently has no plans

to do so. In states that have expanded Medicaid, citizens and some immigrants

are eligible for Medicaid coverage as long as their income is at or below 138

percent of the federal poverty guidelines. People with incomes above 100 percent

of the guidelines are eligible to purchase subsidized coverage under the

exchanges.  Children, pregnant people, and parents may be eligible for coverage

under Medicaid or CHIP at higher income levels, depending on state policies.

Health insurance coverage for students and their children can help mitigate the

risk of high medical bills derailing a student’s education, and Medicaid

expansion has increased the share of students enrolled in Medicaid by five

percentage points.  Eligibility in states that have not expanded Medicaid is

complicated. For example, pregnant people in Texas are Medicaid-eligible at

income levels up to 207 percent of the federal poverty guidelines.  However,

once they have given birth, the eligibility threshold drops to 16 percent. In 2023,

this means that a family of three must have an income below $4,000 a year to

qualify for Medicaid. Parents also lose coverage at incomes well below the

threshold for receiving ACA subsidies, and childless adults are generally not

eligible for Medicaid at all. These people fall into the coverage gap and are

frequently uninsured. Different limits for pregnant people, parents, and children

likely only add to the confusion around an already complex program.
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CHIP provides health insurance for families with low and moderate incomes and

can act as a vital source of support for student parents who are either not working

or do not have affordable health insurance provided by their employer. CHIP

uses the federal poverty guidelines to determine eligibility, but some states use

different eligibility thresholds, depending on the age of the children.

Additionally, states have the option to cover children through their Medicaid

program, through a separate CHIP program, or by using a combined approach.

All four of the states we analyzed use a combined approach, as shown in Table 5.

Premiums are determined using a sliding scale that increases with family income

but cannot exceed 5 percent of family income.
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Child care subsidies through the Child Care and Development Block
Grant (CCDBG)

The CCDBG provides funding to states that is used to subsidize child care for

families with low incomes. States can also use TANF dollars to support CCDBG.

States have a great deal of flexibility in how they prioritize who to support with

CCDBG funds, with different rules for students depending on the state in which

they reside, as shown in Table 6. Most of the assistance tends to be focused on

working families.

Because states have so much flexibility, eligibility for child care subsidies varies

widely by state. For example, in Texas, families with annual incomes that do not

exceed 250 percent of the federal poverty guidelines—or approximately $75,000

for a family of four in 2023—are eligible.  However, even high-income limits do

not translate into broad access to child care subsidies in states and nationwide,

primarily because of a lack of funding. In fact, nationally, there are almost nine

million children eligible for subsidies under state rules (which tend to be more

restrictive than federal rules), but in 2017 only 1.9 million children actually

received subsidized child care.  The percentage of eligible children receiving

subsidies varies across our four states. But as of 2016, even in Missouri, which has

the highest percentage of eligible children receiving benefits among the states we

examined, fewer than 24 percent are receiving subsidies. In Texas, fewer than 8

percent are receiving subsidies.

During the pandemic, it became increasingly clear that our child care system is

broken, and access to affordable and high-quality child care is limited for many
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people.  This disconnect between demand and funding makes it challenging for

student parents to access the reliable, subsidized care that is vital for them to

successfully enroll in and complete a higher education credential.
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How Each State Uses Safety Net Programs to
Supports Students

The pressure associated with being a student who is older or parenting is

profound. And our support structures in this country are flawed. But state policy

makes a difference. In this section, we explore how each state treats older,

parenting students by looking at the policies they set for their safety net

programs, as described throughout this paper.

Colorado

Similar to its approach to financial aid, Colorado does a good job compared to

some of the other states in our sample of using public benefits-related policy and

the eligibility criteria at its disposal to support students. Colorado runs its SNAP

program in a way that allows for student access. It uses broad-based categorical

eligibility to set its income limit at 200 percent of the federal poverty guidelines,

allows eligibility for students receiving state or Federal Work-Study, and does not

impose asset limits.

The state is slightly less generous in how it runs its TANF program. On the

positive side, Colorado has one of the higher income limits, does not have an

asset limit, and has the most generous monthly benefit of our sample states. It

also has a high percentage of eligible people receiving benefits, does not require a

drug test, and allows recipients to access benefits for 60 months—the federal

maximum. But while it does allow attending college to count as a work activity,

students can only attend a program for 12 months, a very short time to be able to

achieve a credential that will help them get a job with a family-sustaining income.

Colorado has expanded Medicaid, meaning eligible residents with incomes up to

138 percent of the federal poverty level are covered, with increased eligibility for

children and pregnant people; its state CHIP eligibility is also on the generous

side; and it has a generous income limit for child care subsidies, although only 12

percent of eligible children receive the benefit.

Missouri

Missouri makes it difficult for older students and student parents to access state

financial aid and access public support as they go to college. Missouri is the least

generous on SNAP eligibility of any of the four states we examined. It is the only

state in our sample that does not use broad-based categorical eligibility. It also

has the lowest monthly income allowed and the lowest percent of poverty cut-off,
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meaning that a family must have an extremely low income to qualify. It also has

an asset limit of $2,750, so a family can own very little and still be ineligible.

For TANF, Missouri is also less generous than other states in our sample. The

maximum monthly family income to be eligible for benefits is an extremely

limited $342 for a family of four, with an asset limit of $1,000. And the monthly

benefit is the lowest of our group, at $292. The state also requires drug testing and

limits eligibility for TANF to only 45 months. On the positive side, Missouri

allows students to be eligible for the longest of any of our states, 24 months. That

means that a student could earn an associate degree while receiving support

from the program.

Missouri expanded Medicaid and also has the most generous eligibility for

children and pregnant people in our sample. The state also has generous CHIP

eligibility for children, but the premiums are very high, reaching up to $559 a

month. For child care subsidies, Missouri has the lowest income threshold for

eligibility but it covers the highest percentage of the eligible population of any of

the states we examined.

North Carolina

North Carolina has a mixed picture for older or parenting students trying to

access financial aid. Its approach to public benefits is also mixed. In SNAP, the

state provides a high maximum monthly income cap, at 200 percent of the

federal poverty guidelines, but it also has a lower asset limit, of $2,750.

For TANF, the Tar Heel State has the highest monthly income eligibility of any of

the states we looked at, $594. It also has a time limit of 60 months. While it does

have an asset limit, it is high, at $3,000. The state allows education as a

qualifying work activity, but only for 12 months. However, the monthly benefits

are low, at only $297; the state requires a drug test for eligibility; and a mere 8

percent of eligible people receive the benefit, the worst among our sample states.

Although North Carolina is in the process of expanding Medicaid, the expansion

has yet to go into effect. Eligibility is set at only 37 percent of the federal poverty

level; the threshold will increase to 138 percent once the expansion takes effect.

Eligibility for pregnant people and children is also not particularly generous, at

201 and 216 percent of poverty, respectively. For CHIP, eligibility is on the low

end of our sample states but a high 95 percent of eligible children are covered,

with a low premium of $100 a year. For child care subsidies, North Carolina has a

high income threshold for families with younger children, but only 14 percent of

eligible children receive grants.
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Texas

Texas makes it difficult for older and parenting students, especially those with

high financial need and who attend community college, to access financial aid.

These populations also struggle to access public benefits in the Lone Star State.

Texas is only slightly better than Missouri in terms of eligibility for SNAP

benefits. The monthly income cap is about $800 higher than Missouri but below

North Carolina and Colorado. The percent of poverty guideline is also lower than

in North Carolina or Colorado but higher than in Missouri. The asset limit is also

higher than in North Carolina and Missouri.

Texas’s TANF program is hard to access. A family of four can only make $231 a

month and have an asset value of $1,000. The monthly benefit is higher than in

North Carolina and Missouri, but postsecondary education does not count as a

work activity. Only 11 percent of eligible people actually receive the benefit.

Texas is the only state in our group that has not expanded Medicaid. This means

that adults in Texas are only eligible for Medicaid if they make at or below 16

percent of the federal poverty level and have children, by far the strictest

eligibility of the group. Texas also has less generous eligibility requirements for

children and pregnant people. For CHIP, the eligibility requirements are similar

to those in North Carolina and the premiums are low. However, Texas also has

the lowest percentage of eligible children covered in the states we looked at.

Texas has generous eligibility for child care benefits, but only 8 percent of eligible

children receive them, the smallest share of any of our states.
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Recommendations

We recommend the following ways for state policymakers to better support older

and parenting students:

Adjust eligibility so they have the same access to grants as students
leaving high school.

Revise grant aid eligibility to focus on need rather than merit-based criteria.

Few older students are able to access merit-based grants, designed to reward top

high school students, because of requirements like reporting recent GPAs and

college entrance exam scores. For many adults, these are impossible or difficult

to obtain. To support older students and maximize the impact of grant dollars,

states should focus grant aid on need-based programs and consider relaxing aid

eligibility requirements tied to high school and merit-related criteria.

Allow students to access need-based aid regardless of time elapsed since high school.

Some states limit student eligibility for grant aid to a certain amount of time after

high school graduation. States want to encourage reskilling and lifelong learning,

and they should align their program requirements with that priority.

Provide grants for students enrolled less than full time and regardless of college sector.

Some state grant programs require or incentivize full-time enrollment. Although

full-time enrollment is associated with better completion rates, states should

consider providing aid to part-time students, given that most students 24 and

over enroll part time at least some of the time. Older students with busy lives may

struggle to attend full time; not providing them grant aid will only reduce their

likelihood of completion.

Revise aid rules so grants to community college students can cover living expenses.

Some states provide smaller state grants to people attending community colleges

than to those attending four-year colleges and universities. While this may make

sense, given the higher cost of attendance at four-year schools, states should

decrease this gap, because it means that adult students and student parents, who

are more likely to attend two-year colleges, receive smaller grants. It also means

that there is a financial penalty for attending a two-year college, when most of the

financial burden students face at those schools is for living expenses, not tuition

and fees.

Fully fund state grant programs.
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Most state grant programs do not function as entitlements. Instead, there is a set

amount of money allocated from the state, and when that money runs out, no

further grants can be given that year. This first-come, first-served model results

in the most advantaged students, who tend to apply for financial aid early, being

more likely to receive a grant. States should consider what Washington State

(among others) did and make their need-based aid programs a fully funded

entitlement.

Make grant aid first-dollar.

First-dollar grant aid is awarded to students before any other financial aid is

taken into account. When state grants are the first aid applied to students’

balances, other aid, such as Pell Grants, can then be applied, with any remaining

funds returned to students to use for living expenses. When state grants are

deployed to close the gap between federal aid and tuition cost, states end up

allocating more aid to wealthier students who receive less Pell Grant funding. A

first-dollar model for need-based state financial aid means it is better allocated to

the students that need it most.

Use flexibility in administering federal public benefit programs to
expand access.

Expand eligibility for SNAP within limited federal parameters.

States should average work hours across semesters or quarters to allow more

flexibility and expand access for students. Among postsecondary programs run

by state and local government, states can expand the number and types of

programs at which students are eligible to receive SNAP benefits. (In fact, several

states, including Massachusetts and Pennsylvania, have included programs at

community colleges that focus on employment and training. ) In addition, states

should use broad-based categorical eligibility to raise income thresholds and

implement a less stringent asset test. This policy can also expand the ability of

children to receive free meals at school.

Prioritize TANF dollars for low-income families and allow recipients to attend college.

States should allocate more TANF dollars to cash assistance for needy families,

which typically comprises a small slice of spending.  But when states engage in

other activities, they should consider those that help low-income parenting

students access and complete higher education, including funding work study

opportunities and providing access to supports such as child care. When TANF

funds are used for financial aid, they should not supplant other state funds and

they should only serve parents with low incomes. States should also ensure that

attending school can count as a work activity, within federal work participation

requirements, and that student parents have access to higher education without
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other requirements during the year.  Finally, they should use state dollars to

fund access to higher education or allow recipients to participate in higher

education as a non-countable activity where they have flexibility to do so.

Expand Medicaid and CHIP eligibility.

Include access for adults without children, to ensure that more low-income

students as well as student parents with children of all ages have access to health

care.

Broaden access to CCDBG and advocate for more funding.

States should ensure that participating in higher education counts as a stand-

alone activity (without additional work requirements), increase the amount of

time parents have access to child care funding while enrolled in school, and

ensure more student parents are eligible by allowing those enrolled part time in a

wide variety of programs to access funds.

Communicate opportunities to go to college and access public
benefits.

Encourage students who have attended college before but not completed to return.

Follow the examples of Mississippi, Indiana, and Tennessee by creating

campaigns that target potential college competitors to encourage them to return

and finish their degrees.  Campaigns should include direct outreach to students

who have stopped out, providing financial aid to support their return to college,

offering coaching, and supplying further information on and assistance accessing

public benefits to help them succeed. States should also make benefits websites

and other information more accessible to help students easily assess eligibility

requirements.  Given declining enrollment, these approaches would be

beneficial to colleges as well as prospective students.

Provide resources for public benefits navigators and other coaching services.

States can help build the capacity of colleges to help people complete their

programs and connect to the public benefits for which they are eligible.

California and Oregon both support basic needs navigators at each community

college campus,  and Iowa funds pathway navigators in high-needs fields at

community colleges,  for example. Students at Des Moines Area Community

College found these navigators so useful that the college hired additional

navigators for programs that the state did not support.
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Appendix A: Methodology

Quantitative data

The quantitative data presented here, unless otherwise noted, is from the 2017–

2018 National Postsecondary Student Aid Study, Administrative Collection

(NPSAS:18-AC). NPSAS is a nationally representative cross-sectional study of

undergraduate and graduate students enrolled in postsecondary education. It

examines the characteristics of students, with special focus on how they finance

their education.

The data used in this analysis are limited to undergraduates aged 24 or older in a

degree or certificate program at public two- and four-year colleges in 2018, which

is the group of institutions and the latest year for which state-representative data

are available. All NPSAS:18-AC data used in this analysis are from state residents.

In NPSAS:18-AC, undocumented students are not considered in-state residents

and so are not included in this analysis. A data anomaly in NPSAS:18-AC

prevents us from analyzing North Carolina community college students’ EFC

and financial aid packages.

States were chosen from a group that had at least one major financial aid program

defined as having a budget of $1 million or greater in the year analyzed and not

limited to specific areas of study or specific populations of students. Among all

qualifying states, we selected four—Colorado, Missouri, North Carolina, and

Texas—to ensure a mixture of population demographics, state political affiliation,

and geographic distribution. Other financial aid data used in this report are from

2018, where possible, to match the NPSAS:18-AC data.

Student parents are defined in this analysis as those with dependent children,

which could exclude some parents without primary caregiving or financial

responsibility for their child or children. NPSAS:18-AC only includes information

from administrative data sources and does not contain data from a student

survey. (Previous iterations of NPSAS have included both.) As a result, this

dataset likely undercounts students with dependent children.

Qualitative data

Focus groups were conducted by Lake Research Partners in June and July of 2022,

and themes were analyzed by New America staff using Dedoose software. Eight,

approximately two hour long, focus groups, made up of 57 participants in total,

were conducted. Two focus groups—one including students 24 and over (older

students) and one including older students with dependents under the age of 12

(student parents)—were conducted in person in three cities: Houston, Texas; St.
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Louis, Missouri; and Denver, Colorado. One focus group was conducted in

person in Charlotte, NC, with older students. Due to recruitment challenges, one

focus group was conducted online for student parents in North Carolina.

All participants were currently enrolled (either full or part time) at a

postsecondary institution, seeking an associate or bachelor’s degree, receiving

financial aid (or had received financial aid in the past), and had a household

income below the income threshold for state public benefit programs. A semi

structured set of questions was used to guide the discussions. The groups

explored participants’ experience with financial aid and public benefits and were

recruited to ensure a mix of participants by gender, age (above 24), race and

ethnicity, enrollment intensity, and level and sector of education. Quotations

included in this report have been lightly edited for grammar and clarity.
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